PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SHEET

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE, DIODE, SILICON, SWITCHING,
TYPES 1N5712, 1N5712-1, AND 1N5712UR-1,
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV, JANJ, JANS, JANHC, AND JANKC

MIL-PRF-19500/445D, dated 18 June 1999 is hereby canceled. Future acquisitions for this device shall refer to
MIL-PRF-19500/444.

All technical and procurement related details for the parts previously detailed in this performance specification sheet
have been superseded by the details for those same part numbers on performance specification sheet
MIL-PRF-19500/444.

Custodians: Preparing activity:
Army - CR DLA - CC
Navy - EC (Project 5961-2005-041)
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Review activities:
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* NOTE: The activities listed above were interested in this document as of the date of this document. Since
organizations and responsibilities can change, you should verify the currency of the information above using the
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